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RB 2 on the Abbot (4) 

 

Last week we looked at the part of RB 2 on how the abbot should teach by word 

and example and how he should have equal love for all, adapting the same 

discipline according to the merits of each. This week we move on to the next 

section, where Benedict descends from the ideal level of what sort of teacher and 

leader the abbot should be to the more experiential level of how he should actually 

deal with the variety of characters in the community when applying the 

principles mentioned last week. One senses behind these lines some hard 

experiences in Benedict’s life, perhaps similar to the ones Pope Saint Gregory I 

recounts in the Dialogues. Here is how RB 2 continues: 

 

23In his teaching, the abbot should always observe the Apostle’s 

recommendation, in which he says, “Use argument, appeal, reproof,” (2 

Tim 4:2).  24This means that he must vary with circumstances, 

threatening and coaxing by turns, stern as a taskmaster, devoted and 

tender as only a father can be.  25With the undisciplined and restless, he 

will use a firm argument; with the obedient and docile and patient, he will 

appeal for greater virtue; but as for the negligent and disdainful, we charge 

him to use reproof and rebuke. 

 

To adapt to different sorts of people means taking into account the complex 

make-up of the human person with reason, will, affect, and various strengths and 



weaknesses. The scripture quote from 2 Timothy provides a way of doing just 

that: to argue is to appeal to reason, to shed light on what is happening; to 

appeal is to attempt to motivate or to apply a certain amount of emotional 

pressure; to reprove (increpare) has as its root meaning to get loud, to speak with 

force. Benedict is implicitly acknowledging here a whole range of communication 

styles with increasing intensity; from the matter of fact to the persuasive to the 

insistent. 

 

As Benedict applies these three verbs to three classes of people, he advises the 

abbot to mix various elements, as if improvising according to circumstances. 

Literally he says the abbot needs to mix times with times, threats with flattery, 

and sternness with affection. Mixing times with times seems to mean allowing for 

things to cool down, to choose the right moment and right circumstances before 

intervening. Mixing positive and negative signals means investing a little more 

emotional energy, appealing or pushing as the situation dictates. Mixing the 

taskmaster’s sternness with the father’s loving devotion means playing his role in 

a more personal, direct way. 

 

On the receiving end of these interventions are three different states on the part 

of the monk: he may be restless or unruly but able to hear reason and able to 

come to self-knowledge when a little light is shed on the situation; or he may 

need a little encouragement to give his best and to make progress; or---and this 

is where things get difficult---he may not be willing to listen or to come to self-

knowledge. Concerning this latter category, to say a brother is negligent literally 

means he is not reading what the community or abbot need from him; to say he 

is disdainful means that he looks down on them and undervalues them. The 

progression here is toward a kind of hardening, and Benedict recommends using 

reproof (which, again, implies raising the volume) and rebuke (which implies 



rough handling).  

 

Although Benedict’s revision of the Rule of the Master is usually in a more 

moderate direction, we find him showing the greater severity here. He 

acknowledges that the levels of tension can run high. Most important he is 

sensitive to the rising stakes: it is one thing when a brother is weak but at least 

accepting of correction; it is another thing entirely when he hardens himself 

against any calls to return to the right path. Benedict seems to be saying that, as 

the stakes get higher, so does the abbot’s responsibility: 

 

26He should not gloss over the sins of those who err, but cut them out while 

he can, as soon as they begin to sprout, remembering the fate of Eli, priest 

of Shiloh (1 Sam 2:11- 4:18).  27For upright and perceptive men, his first 

and second warnings should be verbal; 28but those who are evil or stubborn, 

arrogant or disobedient, he can curb only by blows or some other physical 

punishment at the first offense.  It is written, “The fool cannot be 

corrected with words,” (Prov 29:19); 29and again, “Strike your son with a 

rod and you will free his soul from death,” (Prov 23:14). 

 

The fact is, the easier route is to overlook problems, but when the well-being of the 

community is at stake, the failure to intervene is a serious fault. The hardening of 

Benedict’s approach is in proportion to the hardening of heart in the monk in 

question: the greater his insensitivity and the thicker the layers of insulation 

around him, the more rigorous the intervention needs to be. The sense of urgency 

is positive at root: the well-being of the community needs to be protected. As was 

mentioned in our last visitation, if irregular behaviors are not checked, they 

become regular parts of the situation; the unacceptable gradually becomes 

acceptable. We sometimes label such behaviors “individualism”, but in a sense there 



is no such thing as individualism in a communal setting: what each individual does 

ultimately has a positive or negative effect on the common good.  

 

Given the high stakes here, the next line in the text seems to provide a good 

conclusion to this section: 

 

30The abbot must always remember what he is and remember what he is 

called, aware that more will be expected of a man to whom more has been 

entrusted.   

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 


